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As early as , personal injury lawyers were aware of accidents, injuries, and fatalities caused by
the tread of Firestone tires separating from the tire at high speeds. All but 13 of the fatalities
from these tires took place after In the State of Arizona told Firestone that the tread on its tires
were separating in high temperatures. Firestone replaced those tires with heavier-duty tires. In
July Samuel Boyden, a researcher for State Farm Insurance , received a call from a claims
handler asking for information about tread separation in Firestone tires. Boyden found 21 cases
of accidents caused by tread separation and forwarded the information to NHTSA. Sean Kane, a
researcher at Strategic Safety Consulting, found documents showing that Ford had been
replacing Firestone tires in Venezuela starting in where 46 deaths had occurred. Firestone had
more information about tire failures than Ford did because of warranty claims, but Firestone
never acted on this information because it always blamed consumers for not maintaining their
tires correctly or operating their vehicles in extreme environments, leading to these failures.
The consumer complaints did not reflect the size of the problem because attorneys and their
clients had almost completely stopped using the hotline to report tire failures or other
complaints. Ford argued that the tire design led to higher operating temperatures compared to
similar tires manufactured by Goodyear and that differences in manufacturing at Decatur led to
weaker tires that were more prone to failure. Ford also argued that the size of the wedge, a strip
of rubber between the first and second belts, is smaller in Firestone tires than Michelin tires
making them weaker than comparable Michelin tires. Publicly Firestone argued that Ford's
recommended 26 psi inflation pressure was too low and should have been 30 psi. In the words
of Firestone CEO John Lampe, "When a driver of a vehicle has something happen such as a
tread separation, they should be able to pull over not rollover. Ford argued that the Explorer
was no more dangerous than any other SUV [19] and that the accident rate for Explorers with
Goodyear tires was far lower than for Explorers with Firestone tires. Some outside observers
speculated that both parties were to blame suggesting that [14] Firestone's tires being prone to
tread separation and failure, and the Explorer was especially prone to rolling over if a tire fails at
speed compared to other vehicles. The Ford Explorer was first offered for sale in March This cut
the cost of producing the new Explorer because Ford could use existing facilities, parts, and
robots and would not have to design everything from scratch. Because the Explorer added
more upper cabin weight to the already somewhat higher pickup chassis, it had a higher center
of gravity and was more likely to roll over in the event of an accident. It was also more likely to
sway during sharp turns because it used the same leaf spring suspension that is found on the
Ranger. Ford came up with three options for correcting this problem; use shorter suspension
springs to lower the vehicle half an inch in the front and 1 inch in the back, lower the tire
pressure to give the Explorer a more car-like ride, or widen the wheel base by two inches which
would involve a substantial redesign. One consequence of lowering the tire pressure is
increased tire temperatures which could lead to a tire failure. The first generation Explorer had
one of the lowest fuel economy ratings for any SUV available in the United States, due at least in
part to Ford's recommended tire pressure. To fix the problem Ford reduced the amount of
material in the roof of the Explorer for the second generation that went on sale beginning in The
lighter roof was so weak that it would collapse under the weight of an overturned Explorer if the
windshield were smashed in, a condition that often happened in rollover accidents. This had the
effect of raising the Explorer's center of gravity making it more prone to rolling in an accident or
sharp turn. Firestone argued that the Explorer is poorly designed and exhibits dangerous
oversteer in the foreseeable event that a tire fails while driving. Firestone hired a consulting
engineer to analyze the performance of the Ford Explorer and other SUVs during a tread
separation, this report showed that the Explorer had a greater tendency to oversteer following a
tread separation than other SUVs. NHTSA stated that "[t]he many crashes following tread
separations of tires on these vehicles that are documented in the Firestone claims database and
that have been reported to ODI by consumers and others demonstrate that such a tire failure
can lead to loss of control, particularly when it is a rear tire that fails and the vehicle is being
driven at high speed. However, the fact that a vehicle exhibits linear range oversteer
characteristics following a rear tire tread separation does not, in itself, indicate that the vehicle
contains a safety-related defect. Moreover, the data available to ODI does not indicate that
Explorers The Explorer was redesigned for the model year. The tire pressure was raised to 30
psi, it was widened by 2. Ford asked Firestone to reduce the weight of the ATX tires so that it
could improve the fuel economy of the Explorer. Removing material from the ATX design also
improved the profitability of the tire for Firestone. The Wilderness AT tire was developed in and
was designed to have better snow handling and "irregular wear targets" and had a different
tread design than the ATX tires. In May the Wilderness AT tires were redesigned with a thicker
belt wedge see Tire Design below although the name of the tire was not changed. The defective
ATX and ATX II tires were primarily manufactured at Firestone's Decatur , Illinois factory [1] [30]

which produced tires with a significantly higher failure rate than the other two factories that
manufactured these same tire models, Wilson , North Carolina and Joliette , Quebec. Wilderness
AT tires manufactured before May had higher failure rates regardless of where they were
manufactured and had a safety-related design defect according to NHTSA. The failures all
involved tread separation [31] [32] where the tire tread peeled off from the body of the tire. The
failure of the subject tires "begin as belt-edge separation at the edge of the second belt. This is
the area of highest strain in a steel-belted radial tire, primarily due to the structural discontinuity
created by the abrupt change in modulus from steel to rubber. As separation progressed it
could grow to form large crescent-shaped areas along one or both sides of the tire. If those
areas grew large enough they could separate catastrophically, especially at high speeds where
the separation was aided by the centrifugal force of the spinning tire. Vehicles with
tread-separating tires were difficult to control especially when the failing tire was on a rear
wheel and when the vehicle was moving at a high rate of speed. A vehicle with a
tread-separating rear tire will pull towards the side of the vehicle with the failed tire. The
tread-separating tire was most frequently the left-rear wheel of the vehicle, possibly because of
additional heat from the exhaust, higher weight on the driver side because vehicles are often
driven without any passengers, or because of higher temperatures in the middle of the road
than on the shoulders. The belt wedge and skim rubber compounds change as they age. Skim
rubber is a thin strip of rubber sandwiched between the inner and outer belts and the belt
wedge is a thin strip of rubber installed along the outer edge of the tire between the two steel
belts and in the area of highest stress on the tire. These changes reduce the ability of the tire to
resist crack growth and belt separation. Tires manufactured in Decatur had "reduced fracture
resistance" compared to tires manufactured at Joliette or Wilson. Researchers also tested belt
adhesion strength by measuring the force that it would take to peel a strip of the second belt
from the rest of the tire. The only manufacturing difference in the Decatur factory was in "the
early material mixing stages which results in the production of materials with differing weight
percentages of processing lubricant. A tire's operating temperature will increase with higher
vehicle load, speed, air temperature and with lower tire inflation pressure. The combination of
inflation pressure, speed, and vehicle load could increase the tire temperature as much as 50
degrees C above the ambient air temperature. These results held up even for tires that had zero
percent tread wear. Higher vehicle loads increased belt crack growth rates. Of the four factors
involved in the growth of cracks in the tires, vehicle load was the single most important factor.
Despite these differences, investigators were concerned that Ford Rangers would also see an
increase in tire failures if those tires were not recalled. On Wilderness AT tires the inter-belt
gauge, or a strip of rubber between the two steel belts, was often thinner than Firestone's
minimum specification and the design was thinner than comparable tires from other
manufacturers. The design of the shoulder pocket, a "cavity between the heavy ribs, or lugs,
along the shoulders of the tire. Peel adhesion tests, where a strip of the second belt was pulled
off the body of the tire, showed that Wilderness AT tires were weaker than similar tire models
manufactured by other companies. Wilderness AT tires were comparable in strength to tires
manufactured at the Decatur, IL factory, regardless of which factory the Wilderness AT were
manufactured in. Wilderness AT tires had similar shearography results regardless of which
factory produced them. Cracks and separations were more frequent than similar tires produced
by other manufacturers. In Firestone added a nylon cap to reduce the problem of tread
separation in all of its tire models installed on SUVs. Bridgestone purchased Firestone in to
compete with other large multinational tire companies and took on a considerable amount of
debt to complete the purchase and upgrade Firestone's manufacturing facilities. At that time
Firestone was losing a considerable amount of money each year which put a drain on
Bridgestone's profits. Critics and workers claim that this led Firestone to cut corners on
production and to allow substandard tires to pass inspection that should have been rejected.
This also led Firestone to pressure workers to accept new labor contracts that reduced pay and
benefits and increased the hours that its factories were operating. In a deposition retired
Firestone workers testified that quality control problems at the Decatur factory could have led
workers to manufacture defective tires. One worker stated that, despite getting a company
discount, he'd stopped purchasing Firestone tires years before the crisis developed because of
quality control problems. Industry observers, lawyers and workers claimed that too much of the
solvent could damage the rubber in a tire and could lead to premature tire failures. Yoichiro
Kaizaki, CEO and president of Bridgestone, stated that there were two different standards for
quality control within Bridgestone. If a problem developed in a Bridgestone factory, "our
technology staff would rush to the site [overseas]. But if a problem arose with a Firestone tire,
they wouldn't do anything. There was an element of mistake in that. In January , Firestone and
the URW entered into new contract negotiations with Firestone demanding considerable

concessions from the union. These concessions included switching from an 8-hour workday to
hour alternating shifts so the factory could remain in operation 24 hours a day, a pay cut by 30
percent for new hires, a seven-day workweek instead of five days, hourly workers would
contribute to their healthcare plan, a switch from a piece-rate system to a performance based
system, and senior workers were to lose two weeks of vacation time. By April , the existing
labor contract ended and workers continued to work at the factory until the URW called a
general strike in July at Decatur and four other Firestone facilities. Almost immediately
Firestone began hiring replacement workers at all their facilities and by January Firestone had
hired 2, replacement workers who were paid thirty percent less. Over time union workers started
to cross the picket line and by May there were 1, replacement workers and permanent workers
at Decatur. At that time the URW voted to unconditionally end the strike to block Firestone [47]
from hiring even more replacement workers and then holding a union decertification election.
While the strike ended the labor negotiations continued. Labor negotiations between Firestone
and the USW continued but many union workers could not return to work because their jobs
had been replaced. The union described that time period as "brutal. In December , the USW
finally reached an agreement and all union workers were allowed to return to work. Tires with
the highest rates of failure were manufactured in the months right before the union went on
strike but after labor negotiations had begun, and later after union workers began to cross the
picket line and work without a contract alongside replacement workers. Other studies have
found that labor unrest reduces the quality of work by union members, suggesting that there
should be additional inspections and heightened scrutiny by regulators during strikes. On
August 17, , Ford in Saudi Arabia began replacing Firestone tires on unsold Ford Explorers and
to offer steep discounts on replacement tires to customers who returned to Ford dealers for
regular maintenance. While this was not officially a recall Ford still replaced Firestone tires on 6,
Ford Explorers and Mercury Mountaineers. On August 9, , Firestone issued a recall covering 6.
On August 21, , Ford halted production at three truck assembly plants so that 70, tires could be
diverted towards the recall effort. Both Ford and Firestone looked for replacement tires
internationally. NHTSA concluded that the rubber wedge between the outer edge of the two
belts was not thick enough on Wilderness AT tires and not strong enough to resist crack
formation and growth. Sixty-two people were killed and more than people were injured in the
United States as a result of these failures. A large number of lawsuits were filed against both
Ford and Firestone. The result of most lawsuits were kept confidential but one attorney
estimated that Ford settled 1, cases regarding the safety of the Explorer. By February , when
KHOU in Texas ran a story about tire failures on Ford Explorers, Firestone had recorded
personal injury claims, 2, property damage claims, and was a defendant in 66 lawsuits. Lawyers
for the plaintiffs argued that both Ford and Firestone knew of the dangers but did nothing, and
that Ford knew that the Explorer was highly prone to rollovers. Firestone argued that Ford's
recommended inflation pressure of 26 psi was too low and should have been 30 psi and that the
Explorer was an especially dangerous vehicle prone to rollovers. Ford first accused Firestone of
withholding data that Ford needed to determine which tires might be unsafe. Firestone then
accused Ford of withholding safety data concerning the design of the Explorer. After Firestone
agreed to the initial recall of Ford executives were concerned that NHTSA might decide that the
Wilderness AT tires would not meet future safety standards and decided to recall these tires on
their own. Firestone's Decatur plant was closed in December and all 1, employees were laid off.
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Ford's bottom line: Investors look for profit growth, but Ford's profits have been shrinking.
Revenue rose year over year in , , and , but margins haven't kept pace because Ford's costs
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November, European sales of the Fiesta and Focus were up Ford won't offer its all-new Fiesta in
the U. Image source: Ford Motor Company. The problem: Ford's profit expectations for both
particularly the Fiesta turned out to be overly optimistic. While both have sold well, European
car buyers are increasingly choosing crossover SUVs over traditional sedans and hatchbacks,
just like their counterparts in other parts of the world -- and Ford has had to give way on pricing
in order to meet its sales targets. While Ford's small crossovers, the EcoSport and Kuga the
Escape's European twin , did well in , there's an argument to be made that Ford, a longtime SUV
powerhouse, should have done even better. Ford also sells the next-size-up Edge in Europe, but
sales totals are small. One problem: The Kuga, like the Escape, is an aging model that has lost a
step to newer rivals -- and can no longer command top dollar or top euro from buyers. It's not
yet clear what Ford is planning to do in Europe, though it has said it will invest in more SUVs
and commercial vehicles for the region see below for some details on future products. More
details on Ford's plan for Europe are expected later this year. Ford is still doing fairly well in
North America, its most profitable regional market. Ford's U. Sales of the F-Series pickups, a
crucial profit indicator, rose 1. Ford's F-Series pickups continue to sell very well in North
America, but other products have slipped. But here again, dated products are probably costing
Ford sales. Sales of its mainstay crossover SUVs in the U. And its sedans are in a huge slump:
As a group, U. Ford doesn't have the excess-capacity issues that led GM to announce several
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likely to be less drastic than its old rival's, and it's likely to be driven by a slew of new products
in the most profitable segments and market niches: SUVs, trucks, commercial vehicles, and
performance vehicles. Ford has a slew of new products coming over the next couple of years
that will go a very long way toward addressing all of the above concerns. These new products
are all being designed to maximize profitability, with many shared parts under the skin and
streamlined options lists intended to simplify manufacturing. Beyond the above, Ford has
promised some additional new products tailored specifically to the Chinese market. And while
sedans are no longer a priority at Ford because of declining sales and concerns about
profitability, the company's iconic coupe is set for a revamp: An all-new Mustang is expected in
-- and, yes, there will be a hybrid version. The midsize Ranger pickup will arrive at U. Many more
new Fords will follow over the next two years. But why invest in Ford now, when an economic
downturn seems to be looming just over the horizon? The answer lies in Ford's 7. Ford's
promise to maintain its dividend isn't just management blather. It's a serious commitment that I
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used to pay the dividend. So to answer the question at the beginning of this section: If you
invest in Ford now, and reinvest that dividend through whatever economic storms and
restructuring pain lie ahead, you might be very pleased with the results when the economy
starts to recover and buyers find Ford's showrooms full of new products. Ford's sales jumped
in the early stages of the economic recovery because it had new products in showrooms while
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usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be
waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Hawkeye Ford will help with shipping
arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage!
We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All
shipping arrangements are provided by Hawkeye Ford as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with
any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between
you and the shipper, not with Hawkeye Ford. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Hawkeye Ford will contact the successful high
bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with Mike
at Hawkeye Ford by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make
arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the
sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other
qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by cash in
person or bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for
shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and
returned complete to Seller. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click
Here! Shipping and handling If your vehicle is near you, just make arrangements with the seller
to pick it up. If it's further away, you can either fly or drive to the car's location, or you can hire a
shipping service to get it delivered to your door. The seller may have additional options
available, so check their description for more information. Shipping Quotes. Sig
mazda 5 wiki
manual ford expedition 2001
dvc 2 ohm wiring diagram
n in to get free shipping quotes. Payment details. Vehicle Purchase Protection. To qualify for
Vehicle Purchase Protection you must be the winning bidder or an auction or click the Buy It
Now button directly on the eBay site. Additional eligibility may apply. Please refer to the full
terms, conditions and restrictions. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian
Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as
is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the
reports. If you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page.

Listed in category:. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Used: A vehicle
is considered used if it has been registered and issued a title. Maximum Seating: 7 Length: Curb
Weight: Lbs. Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase
this vehicle. Other - See seller's payment instructions.

